Analysis of Adaptation Process of Evidence-Based Interventions by Taking Post-Stroke Dysphagia Screening As an Example--Based on a Series of Empirical Studies
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Abstract

Background: Evidence-based interventions (EBIs) are frequently adapted or modified during the implementation process to meet the needs of the target context, public health professionals, or health practitioners. However, little is known about how the EBIs of the same clinical problem at a different time (sustainability) and a different setting (scalability) should be adapted to facilitate implementation. To address this gap, this research aims to analyze the adaptations process of EBIs by taking post-stroke dysphagia screening as an example based on a series of empirical studies.

Methods: We reviewed three best practice implementation projects of post-stroke dysphagia identification and management in mainland China, and conducted a comparative analysis of three projects of dysphagia screening practical decision-making according to core elements of evidence-based nursing (EBN).

Results: We identified the core elements of EBN that influence decision-making in each best practice implementation project. The decision-making of screening time and tool for dysphagia in the three projects varied. Project 1: Post-stroke dysphagia was screened using Water Swallow Test (WST) before the first intake of liquid or food. Project 2: A sustainability study based on project 1, post-stroke dysphagia was screened using Standardized Swallowing Assessment (SSA) before the first intake of liquid or food, within 24 hours of admission. Project 3: A community scalability study based on project 2, post-stroke dysphagia was screened using Water Swallow Test (WST) before the first intake of liquid or food, within 24 hours after referral.

Conclusions: Adaptation of EBIs needs to fully consider the best available external evidence from systematic research, clinical expertise, patient preferences, as well as context.
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Background

With the development of evidence-based practice, knowledge transformation and implementation science, emphasis on narrowing the gap between research and practice in medicine, social services, and the public health has led to a prominence of the application of evidence-based interventions\(^1,2\). Policymakers, clinical nurses and even patients need to obtain credible and constantly updated evidence in a timely manner to facilitate nursing decisions and improve service quality. When planning and implementing these interventions, most of the evidence cannot be directly applied to the clinic because the original evidence-based interventions (EBIs) may not match the characteristics of the relevant population, executing agency, and community\(^3\). Evidence similar to “raw materials” needs to be transformed and adapted before it can be applied to relevant populations and implementing agencies\(^4\).

The concept of adaptation was originally proposed by Rogers\(^5\), who defined adaptation as the extent to which innovation was modified during the adoption and implementation process. Other definitions have evolved in the era of EBIs and the emergence of adaptation frameworks\(^6,7\). These definitions share similar characteristics, including deletion, addition or modification of evidence\(^8\) to meet the needs of patient characteristics\(^9,10\), organizational culture\(^11\), constraints such as time or resources\(^12,13\), and accommodating practice or setting circumstances/context\(^12\). In the field of implementing science, the understanding of EBIs adaptation is relatively nascent. In the past evidence-based practice, researchers and practitioners often intentionally or unintentionally conducted evidence adjustments. There are also some frameworks and models that guide the approach to adaptation. Escoffery and his colleagues\(^14\) conducted a scoping study and found 13 adaptation frameworks with 11 program adaptation steps: identifying the research question; identifying relevant studies; selecting studies; charting the data; collating, summarizing, and reporting the results; and consulting with experts. Although it is unclear whether the application of one of the identified frameworks is useful and effective, these frameworks enhance the translation of evidence-based practices\(^15\). A systematic review\(^16\) of adaptations of EBIs found that 42 distinct EBIs were found focusing on HIV/AIDS, mental health, drug abuse, and chronic illnesses. Frequent reasons for adaptation included the need for cultural appropriateness, focusing on a new target population, and implementing in a new setting. Common adaptations were content, context, cultural modifications, and delivery.

However, most of the current adaptions projects are horizontal adaption. How the evidence of the same clinical problem at a different time (sustainability) and a different setting (scalability) should be adapted to facilitate implementation is worthy to be considered. While evidence-based nursing practice projects are expanding the application area horizontally, it is more necessary to carry out a vertical reflection on the completed evidence application projects\(^17\). In the past four years, a series of best practice implementation projects of post-stroke dysphagia identification and management were carried out by evidence-based nursing research center of Beijing University of Chinese Medicine since 2015. This study reviewed these best practice implementation projects, analyzed the adaptations process of evidence at a different time (sustainability) and a different setting (scalability) by taking “screening of dysphagia following stroke (time and tool)” as the entry point, In order to provide in-depth thinking for relevant evidence-based adaptation research and nursing decision-making.

Materials and Methods

We took the three empirical projects of post-stroke dysphagia identification and management carried out by evidence-based nursing research center of Beijing University of Chinese Medicine as the research objects. The three series of studies are introduced as follows.

Project 1 (an evidence-based nursing practice study on the recognition and management of dysphagia following stroke)\(^18\): To address the gap between research and practice, we used the Iowa model of evidence-based practice as a guide, searched related
guidelines, recommended high quality guidelines as the basis of evidence-based practice on post-stroke dysphagia recognition and management, formed the initial recommendation items pool, completed the guideline applicability and clinical practice status assessment. According to the audit results and the guideline implementation barriers and promoting factors analysis results of the experimental unit, formulated the corresponding action strategy plan which was operated for 3 months, eventually achieved an excellent effect in patients’ quality of life, satisfaction level, length of stay, and knowledge level of nurses.

Project 2 (the continuous quality improvement of an evidence implementation project--post-stroke dysphagia identification and management: an implementation research)[19]: One year after the implementation of project 1, we found that the overall implementation rate was significantly lower than that of the previous period. In order to promote the continuity of the original research department project, we took the evidence-based continued quality improvement framework as the guiding framework and referred to the National Health Service Sustainability Model, took the project implementation ward as the research object. Based on the combination of the best available evidence, influencing factors on sustainability and expert consensus meeting, we developed post-stroke dysphagia identification and management project sustainability action plan, and successfully promoted the sustainability of the project 1.

Project 3 (the community scaling up of a best evidence implementation project--post-stroke dysphagia identification and management: an implementation research): Due to the shortage of medical resources, economic burden and other realistic conditions, about 80% of stroke patients return to the community and family after they were in stable condition in China[20], but most of them still have dysphagia. In order to translate the results to benefit more patients, we conducted a community scaling up study on the best practice implementation project of stroke dysphagia identification and management. We took the scaling up model of World Health Organization (WHO) as the theoretical support[21], investigated the present situation of a community service institution in Beijing, analyzed the barriers and promotion factors, developed appropriate action strategies to expand the scale.

We reviewed these three best practice implementation projects and conducted a comparative analysis of three projects of dysphagia screening time and tool practical decision-making according to core elements of evidence-based nursing. Data were extracted independently by two evaluators. In case of disagreement, a third party will be

Table 1 Basic information of the best practice implementation projects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series project</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Research Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Project 1[18]</td>
<td>2015-2016</td>
<td>An Evidence-based Nursing Practice Study on the Recognition and Management of Dysphagia in Stroke</td>
<td>A 3A-level general hospital in Beijing</td>
<td>To construct and evaluate the evidence-based clinical practice project for identification and management of dysphagia following stroke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project 2[19]</td>
<td>2017-2018</td>
<td>The Continuous Quality Improvement of an Evidence Implementation Project—Post-stroke Dysphagia Identification and Management: an Implementation Research</td>
<td>A 3A-level general hospital in Beijing</td>
<td>To promote the sustainability application of Project 1 based on the evidence update and factors influencing the sustainability of the Project 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project 3</td>
<td>2019-Now</td>
<td>The Community Scaling Up of a Best Evidence Implementation Project—Post-Stroke Dysphagia Identification and Management: an Implementation Research</td>
<td>A community in Beijing</td>
<td>To promote the scale-up of the Project 2 based on the evidence update and factors influencing the scaling up of the Project 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dysphagia screening</td>
<td>Best evidence</td>
<td>Clinical expertise</td>
<td>Patient preferences</td>
<td>Context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project 1(^{[18]}) time</td>
<td>All stroke patients should be screened for dysphagia before being given food or drink.</td>
<td>Experts believed that screening is of great significance, but it was impossible to screen patients every time before eating food or drink, so they suggested changing it to screening before eating for the first time.</td>
<td>Patients did not have a fixed meal time.</td>
<td>Lacking human resources made it difficult to screen before each eating food or drink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tool</td>
<td>The water swallow test should be used as a part of the screening for aspiration risk in stroke patients.</td>
<td>Experts said that the operation of water swallow test is simple, convenient, quick and feasible.</td>
<td>Most patients reported that they have a cough when drinking water. WST is sensitive.</td>
<td>Low economic, equipment, manpower and material requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project 2(^{[19]}) time</td>
<td>Dysphagia screening should be completed within 24 h.</td>
<td>Experts believed that clear screening time can refine the work and help nurses define the division of responsibilities without adding additional workload.</td>
<td>The first meal of patients would be carried out within 24 h after admission.</td>
<td>In the original ward workflow, nurses carried out the nursing assessment within a few hours after the patient was admitted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tool</td>
<td>SSA was the most effective screening tool.</td>
<td>Experts said that SSA screening has been adopted in the top rehabilitation hospitals in China, and also has good sensitivity and specificity.</td>
<td>Patients were willing to accept a more professional and effective screening tool than WST.</td>
<td>Evidence-based culture, professional knowledge, and human resources were upgraded.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project 3 time</td>
<td>Patients should be assessed at each transition (starting with the first contact with the healthcare system).</td>
<td>Community experts said that 80% of stroke patients returned to the community after their condition stabilized, but most still had dysphagia. the screening was significant for continuous care.</td>
<td>Patients needed continuous assessment of dysphagia and health education (transferring to the community).</td>
<td>In the original community workflow, nurses carried out the nursing assessment within a few hours after the patient was transferred.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tool</td>
<td>no updated evidence</td>
<td>Community experts thought that SSA operation which has many steps requires high professional knowledge. The community mainly focuses on prevention and rehabilitation, pays attention to limited human resources and adopts simple and effective methods to benefit patients. Experts recommended WST.</td>
<td>Family members expressed the hope that they can also perform dysphagia screening.</td>
<td>Although SSA was economically and financially feasible, the community is short of human resources and has a large number of patients.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** WST: Water Swallow Test; SSA: Standardized Swallowing Assessment; DHI: dysphagia handicap index.

The best evidence was obtained through systematic review, evaluation, and synthesis of guidelines; Clinical expertise was obtained through experts meeting; Patient preference was obtained through interview; The specific context of evidence application was understood through observation.
consulted to assist the judgment. After data extraction, we checked the data with the project researcher to make sure the data is correct. Data extraction content mainly included: (1) the basic information of projects, including year, researcher, topic, setting, research content; (2) Stroke dysphagia screening evidence-based practice core elements, including the best evidence, clinical expertise, patient preferences, and context. A completed reporting checklist for updated clinical guidelines, which indicates the sections of the paper where each reporting item is addressed, is available in Table 2.

Results

We identified the basic information (Table 1) of the best practice implementation projects and the core elements (Table 2) of evidence-based nursing (EBN) that influence decision-making in each best practice implementation project.

The best evidence adaptation process of post-stroke dysphagia screening time

For the screening time adaptation process, in project 1, the best evidence showed that all stroke patients should be screened for dysphagia before being given food or drink\(^\text{[22]}\). Experts agreed that screening is of great significance, but it was impossible to screen patients every time before eating food or drink with lacking human resources, patients also did not have a fixed meal time, so clinical experts suggested changing this evidence to screening before eating for the first time. In project 2, as the best evidence was updated, two guidelines\(^\text{[23,24]}\) required patients to be screened within 24 hours of admission and one\(^\text{[25]}\) required screening within an hour of admission. Those guidelines emphasized the importance of early screening. Experts believed that clear screening time can refine the work and help nurses define the division of responsibilities without adding additional workload. The first meal of patients would be done within 24 h after admission. In the original ward workflow, nurses carried out the nursing assessment within a few hours after the patient was admitted. Therefore, the best evidence had not been substantially adjusted. Evidence adaptation is to screen before eating food or drink within 24 hours of admission. In project 3, when screening for dysphagia was introduced into the new community, the best evidence showed that stroke patients should be assessed at each transition (starting with the first contact with the healthcare system)\(^\text{[26]}\). However, this evidence did not require a specific time. Community experts said that 80% of stroke patients returned to the community after their condition stabilized, but most of them still had dysphagia. The screening was significant for continuous care. In the original community workflow, nurses carried out the nursing assessment within a few hours after the patient is transferred. Therefore, evidence was adapted as screening within 24 hours of transition.

The best evidence adaptation process of the post-stroke dysphagia screening tool

For the screening tool adaptation process, in project 1, the best evidence showed that the water swallow test (WST) should be used as a part of the screening for aspiration risk in stroke patients\(^\text{[22]}\). Experts said that the operation of water swallow test is simple, convenient, quick and feasible. WST had Low economic, equipment, manpower and material requirements. Most patients also reported that they had a cough when drinking water. WST which had good sensitivity was used as a screening tool eventually\(^\text{[27]}\). In project 2, as the best evidence was updated, standardized swallowing assessment (SSA) was the most effective screening tool. Experts said that SSA screening has been adopted in the top rehabilitation hospitals in China, and also has good sensitivity and specificity. Patients were willing to accept a more professional and effective screening tool than WST. Evidence-based culture, professional knowledge, and human resources were upgraded in the primary ward. Therefore, the screening tool was adjusted from the WST to SSA. In project 3, when screening for dysphagia was introduced into the new community, there was no updated evidence. Community experts thought that SSA operation which has many steps requires high professional knowledge. The community mainly focused on prevention and rehabilitation, paid attention to limited human resources, and adopted simple and effective methods to benefit patients. Although SSA was economically and financially feasible\(^\text{[28]}\), the community was short of
human resources and had a large number of patients. Therefore, experts recommended WST again. In addition, family members expressed the hope that they can also perform dysphagia screening. In conclusion, evidence was adapted as “for post-stroke patients in the community, nurses could use WST, and patients might use dysphagia handicap index (DHI) as the screening tool” [29].

Discussion

Significance of nurse-led screening for post-stroke dysphagia

China bears the biggest stroke burden in the world[30]. Dysphagia is a common post-stroke symptom and leads to serious complications such as aspiration pneumonia[31]. Dysphagia Screening is different from a clinical comprehensive assessment. Compared with the latter, screening is simpler, safer and more economical. Clinical nurses are trained to be competent, and dysphagia screening has high sensitivity and negative predictive value. Relevant evidence also shows that nurse-led screening for dysphagia can reduce lung infection and improve the detection rate of dysphagia (Class A), possibly shortening hospital stay and fasting time (Class B)[32]. In the management of patients with dysphagia, The American Heart Association(AHA)/American Stroke Association (ASA) 2016 edition guide[33] recommends the implementation of an oral hygiene management program to reduce the risk of post-stroke aspiration pneumonia (Class I; Level B). The quality and extent of oral hygiene management are also important predictors of aspiration pneumonia. Meanwhile, AHA/ASA also treats behavioral intervention (appropriate dietary adjustment, swallowing rehabilitation, environmental adjustment, safe swallowing) as part of dysphagia treatment (Class IIb; Level A). In addition, nurses play an important role in compensatory methods (posture adjustment and dietary changes), non-oral diet (enteral nutrition), nutrition management, psychological care, patients and caregiver health education[34].

Adaptation of EBI should be combined with the clinical expertise

Clinical expertise is the sensitivity of the nursing staff to clinical problems, as well as the application of rich clinical knowledge and experience, professional clinical skills to make specialized decision-making. As a key stakeholder in evidence-based nursing practice, clinical experts are keen to combine evidence with clinical practice issues and give constructive advice. Evidence-based practice is a process of clinical change, which will change the working mode and process of nurses for many years. In practice, multiple obstacles are encountered, and clinical nurses can use their rich experience and practical skills to prejudge the obstacles that evidence will face in the implementation process. For example, in this research project, if the SSA in the second project is directly introduced into the community, regardless of the professional judgment and acceptance of the nursing staff, in the face of the cumbersome and time-consuming screening tools and numerous patients, the community
nursing staff will eventually become negative, there will also be rejection of change projects. Therefore, evidence-based practice projects must consider the professional judgment, willingness, and acceptance of nurses.

**Adaptation of EBI should be combined with the patient preferences**

Evidence-based nursing practices emphasize the importance of evidence, but nursing decision makers must be clear that although evidence-based decisions are logically more scientific and effective than decisions without evidence, the evidence itself does not equal or determine care decisions. Patient needs and preferences are at the heart of evidence-based decision making. The modern concept of nursing also emphasizes providing compassionate, personalized, and humanistic care services based on respect for patient preferences, values, need and promoting shared decision making (SDM). SDM, a structured form of patient-centered communication, includes information exchange, deliberation, and consensus building and is advocated in clinical situations where the evidence leaves room for more than one medically reasonable choice. SDM bridges patient-centered nursing with evidence-based nursing, while at the same time highlighting the tensions between them. Due to the differences in family background, degree of illness, personal experience, values, medical insurance, and knowledge of the disease, post-stroke patients may refuse to fully demonstrate effective measures because of financial burden or may insist on expensive and ethical and value-based invalid treatment. The process of evidence-based nursing practice is not only the process of treating and nursing diseases but also the process of fully reflecting people’s natural attributes, social attributes and meeting the needs of patients. The values of patients should be respected and the patients should be provided with sufficient information.

**Adaptation of EBI should be combined with the context**

In our study, the focus of the hospital setting and community setting on the adaptation of evidence for dysphagia screening varies. A new evidence-based practice can be implemented in one environment, but in fact, it fails to be implemented in another environment. The resource distribution, conditions, cultural customs, organizational atmosphere and other aspects of different institutions are different, which will affect the application of evidence from varying degrees. Evidence application projects must consider specific clinical scenarios. The development of the projects should be based on the evaluation of clinical practice, and the suitability of clinical context evidence should also be considered. Explaining from another aspect, the applicability of evidence depends to a large extent on the characteristics of evidence transformed into clinical practice programs and the characteristics of clinical changes. It is usually divided into environmental suitability, the safety of evidence application, expected benefits, and feasibility in a variable environment. Only in combination with specific clinical context can we better promote evidence-based practice change. In addition, how to introduce evidence-based practice interventions to new people or new health care systems is also an area of international concern. Relevant scholars have also proposed some concepts, theories, and models in this field, which are worthy of reference for evidence-based practitioners.

**Conclusion**

In summary, this study retrospectively analyzed three consecutive evidence-based practice projects for the identification and management of dysphagia in post-stroke and took the dysphagia screening (time and tools) as the starting point to explore the adaptations process of EBIs based on core elements of EBN. Adaptations of EBI are occurring in natural settings for a variety of reasons, and commonly, adaptations are made to intervention content or context. A few steps were used across adaptation teams in the process of adaptations, but the science of adaptation is still an emerging area of study in implementation science. Adaption of EBIs needs to fully consider the best available external evidence from systematic research, clinical expertise, patient preferences, as well as context. More critical appraisal of intervention adaptations and their outcomes could assist with EBI transferability to increase the scale up and spread of EBI to increase population health impact.
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